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   The Native American 

cultures, and past 

cultures, like the Vedruss 
culture that we have read 

about in the Anastasia 

series, revere Nature and 

perceive humanity as co-

creators in a vast web of 
life. The Earth herself is 

seen and experienced as 

a living being to be 

honored and with whom 

to live in harmony.  
(p. 181) 

http://i474.photobucket.com/albums/rr104/Nocturntable/Wiccan%20Do%20It/Goddessbow.jpg 



    “Just as a child will always 
be emotionally and spiritually 
attached throughout its life to 

his mother, so we are all 
children of the Earth Mother 

upon whose body we live and 
move and have our being. To 

penetrate her secrets and to be 
able to transcend in 

consciousness to experience life 
in all of her wonderful 

manifestations requires entrée 
into her heart with great respect, 

care and sensitivity.”  



   In our ignorance, we have viewed nature through the 

materialistic and mechanistic lens of a worldview that not 

only has allowed, but has actively encouraged us to 
“conquer” and “control” it in order to demonstrate our 

supposed superiority. Because of our misuse of Mother 

Earth, we are faced with a potential global breakdown.  

(p. 196) 

http://i394.photobucket.com/albums/pp26/tractorhead/anaturaldisaster-1.jpg 



   The climate changes on our planet could be unpredictable, 

nonlinear, and catastrophic—with the more likely scenario 

being the progressively frequent extreme weather events 
that we are already experiencing in many parts of the world. 

(p. 184) 

Climate change—

especially its impact  

on water levels and ice 
sheets—affects the 

frequencies and scale 

of earthquakes, 

seafloor slides, and 

volcanic eruptions.  
(p. 185)  http://i324.photobucket.com/albums/k326/Ermuleto/Volcan%20El%20Innombrable/volcan4.jpg 



   In 2006, a U.N. report stated that 

due to increasing population and 

development, humans are 
directly responsible for rates of 

extinctions of animals and 

plants a thousand times higher 

than historical rates. The report 

states, “In effect, we are 
currently responsible for the 

sixth major extinction event in 

the history of Earth, and the 

greatest since the dinosaurs 

disappeared, 65 million years 
ago.” (p. 186) 

http://i267.photobucket.com/albums/ii287/collin2008_photo/

orangutan-pictures.jpg 



   We are running out of the Earth’s mineral resources. The 

carbon-based reserves of Earth—primarily coal, oil, and 

natural gas—have taken hundreds of millions of years to 
accumulate, yet we have now depleted the reserves of oil 

and gas to what many energy analysts consider to be 

possibly less than half of their reserved amount. (p. 187)  

http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v445/ProgOwl/ScaryBooks/NJOilRefineriesCoffeeTableBook.jpg 



•! Huge increases in the use of chemical fertilizers and 

pesticides destroy the natural immunity of the ecosystem. 

•! Factory-farming involves enormous amounts of antibiotics 
that reduce the natural immunity and health of animals and 

humans. 

•! Our oceans, seas, rivers and lakes are heavily polluted and 

overfished to the extent that if current trends continue, the 

populations of all commercially fished species will collapse 
by 2050.  

http://i873.photobucket.com/albums/ab299/shanky0591/waterpollution.jpg 



•! Carbon emissions worldwide have caused acid seawater 

that destroys oceanic ecosystems and kills coral reefs.  

•! Honeybee colonies have  
been dying. (p. 190-191)  

http://i859.photobucket.com/albums/ab151/J_Magill/bees.jpg 



•! A combination of deforestation, overgrazing, increased use 

of pesticides and reduction of biodiversity is creating dust 

bowls and dead zones on an unprecedented scale around 
the world. (p. 192) 

"Dust Bowl" by Alexandre Hogue 



We can reconnect with Nature by: 

•! Spending more time outdoors 

•! Growing some of our own  
vegetables and eating more  

locally grown seasonal food 

•! Noting the phases of the moon  

(p. 193) 

http://i393.photobucket.com/albums/pp12/bekeeley/Best%20of%20SF-Monterey

%202008/20081107_SFMontereytrip1069_576.jpg 



   “Working closely with nature 

and its subtle laws, cognized 

through greater solar 
awareness, allows the fullest 

flowering of each being’s 

glorious essence to manifest. 

Communing with devic 

beings who have mastered 
the subtler sciences of life 

will improve your intuition 

and sensitivity to all things 

bright and beautiful, all 

creatures great and small.” 
http://i0006.photobucket.com/albums/0006/findstuff22/ 

Best%20Images/Just%20For%20Fun/Just%20for%20Fun

%20Adjusted/BESTfairygreengltr.jpg 



   The correlation 

between energetic 

resonance of the planet 
and biological 

organisms has led to 

the so-called planetary 

resonance hypothesis 

that the primeval 
components of life are 

vitalized through and 

attuned with the 

energetic harmonics of 

the Earth, Sun, and 
Moon. (p. 195) 

http://i725.photobucket.com/albums/ww255/evavekony/sun%20moon%20and%20fire/Blueearthpicture.gif 



   Spirit is 

electromagnetic  

when contacting  
the auric fields of 

sentient life.  

It is the divine 

pulsation of God that 

exists everywhere  
and that draws all that 

is divine within the 

creation to itself by 

the law of attraction.  

http://i335.photobucket.com/albums/m448/

photo-eva-ramsey/83f32bc7.jpg 





   We may have seen the first 

waves of the Shift in the climate 

of the 1960s, where peace, love, 
and justice seemed not only 

possible but realizable.  

While apparently dashed by the 

materiality of the 1970s and ‘80s, 

other waves arose, energizing a 
growing tide of change.  

(p. 198-199) 

http://i380.photobucket.com/albums/oo246/Mariaki/earthlovepeace.jpg 



   Constant reinforcement by 

media and Western 

governments of the search for 
instant gratification tries to 

keep people collectively 

immature. The reason is 

simple:  When people behave 

like children, they are both 
eager consumers and politically 

docile. But these historical 

ploys are running out of steam 

and credibility. We are growing 

beyond their capacity to control 
our lives. (p. 199) http://i779.photobucket.com/albums/yy74/

fecundfreehand/illustration/picture25.jpg 



   The Shift is now energized by  

a multitude of grassroots  

initiatives and movements  
whose: 

•! Thinking is nonhierarchical 

•! Compassion is inclusive 

•! Empowerment is distributed  

and cooperative rather than  
centralized and competitive  

(p.199) 



   A new measure called GPI (genuine progress indicator) 

combines material standards of living with other aspects of 

a healthy society and is a more effective measure of overall 
well-being than GDP (gross domestic product). (p. 202)  

   In Bhutan, one of the most remote yet peaceful places on 

earth, GNH, “gross national  

happiness” was introduced  

in the 1970s to act as a uni- 
fying guide for all the eco- 

nomic and social aspirations  

of the country.  

(p. 203)  

http://i43.photobucket.com/albums/e398/Interactchina/Interact%20China%20Website/

InteractChinaCultureHappyCustomers.jpg 



   Many businesses whose ways of operating are embodying 

sustainability principles are being founded around the 

world. They are more: 

•! “Organic” than organizational 

•! Flexible rather than rigid 

•! Empowering rather than  

controlling 

•! Nonhierarchical instead  
of authoritarian   

(p. 203) 
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v362/maebyn/illustration_contest/

046_ForbiddenLove_Serenith.png 



   In the cycles 

and spirals 

of Nature’s 
methods, 

there is no 

waste, 

everything 

is used, and 
in its use it 

becomes 

something 

else of 

value.  
(p. 204)  

http://i220.photobucket.com/albums/dd287/sirois12/bg2.jpg 



   The generation and use of solar, wind, tidal and geothermal 

energies can all be decentralized. (p. 206) 

http://i715.photobucket.com/albums/ww158/thehiprocker/green%20energy/field_turbines.jpg 



   The more than one billion people who now access the Web 

are active participants in global  

conversations. 

•! The enemy is one’s own self. 

•! Hatred injures the one hating more than the one hated. 

•! Forgiveness is possible. 

•! People can change. (p. 208-209) 

As more people think 

globally, they are coming to 

the following realizations 
about the roads to 

reconciliation and peace:  





   Accepting and 

embracing the 

opportunity to co-
evolve with each other 

and the Cosmos calls 

for expanded 

awareness. It calls for 

completing the Shift 
that connects us with 

each other and with all 

of our integrally 

coherent world.  

(p. 216) 

http://i437.photobucket.com/albums/qq100/blondepix_2008/Tree_Of_Life0-1.jpg 



  “When the men and women of 

today understand that their 

primary essence is Spirit and 
when they manifest mastery 

through utilizing its harmonious 

waves of peace to restore all to 

its natural state of balance and 

integrity, they will be able to 
perform all alchemical feats with 

great ease and joy because they 

will be living fully within the 

Eternal’s supreme faithfield of 

love-wisdom.” 

http://i128.photobucket.com/albums/p164/cosmicfaery/Josephine%20Wall%20art/

presence_of_gaia.jpg 



   A consciously coherent person is “in 

tune” with the world. Around such a 

person, groups of coherence form and 
grow and spread. The time comes, when 

a critical mass of humans regains its 

embracing coherence and achieves 

interconnection. The coherence spreads 

irreversibly and instantly throughout 
humankind, spreading from the human 

family to the biosphere of the Earth, from there to the galaxy 

and the Cosmos. And so, as we achieve this next step in our 

evolution, we become ever more conscious co-creators and 
take a giant leap toward fulfilling the mission of humanity 

on Earth and within the Cosmos. (p. 216) 

http://i185.photobucket.com/albums/x205/lcvalleycpl/

Dolphin%20%20Sealife%20Art/48c3.jpg 



  “Electromagnetic faithfields may be increased by a kinetic 
factor that is the square of the sum of the number of those 
who are outpouring their devotions together in any joyful 
and intentional service to the light. Although creating a 
more powerful grid for the conveyance of spiritual energies 
to bless humanity may increase by geometric proportions 
by increased numbers, it is also dependent upon the 
specific frequencies of each member. A few adepts or 
arhats can generate as much spiritual light-energy as 
hundreds, thousands or even millions of aspirants who 
have yet to attain their Christhood or Buddhahood. Thus, 
cosmic faithfields may be established that can sustain the 
spiritual protection of entire planets by beings like Sanat 
Kumara or Gautama Buddha who have developed their 
auric fields over millennia to feed vast evolutions of 
lifewaves.”  



 “The aura of the sun  

is our ideal example.  

Share how the solar sciences 

have benefited you  

on your path.” 
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